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“At Perlo, we focus on what matters: 
putting our clients first and hiring the 
best people in the market.”
JEFF PERALA & GAYLAND LOONEY, OWNERS

Combining decades of experience with a hands-on approach, the Perlo 
team delivers excellence on every type of project — from industrial 
complexes to state-of-the-art medical clinics. 

We’re a company that’s rooted in relationships, starting with a friendship 
between Jeff Perala and Gayland Looney that began over 30 years 
ago. Under their leadership, the company has surpassed the $350M 
annual-revenue milestone and supports over 300 employees as well 
as hundreds of subcontractors.

Perlo is on track to continue growing in size and expanding into new 
markets. But no matter what changes happen, the company will always 
stay rooted in what matters most: doing what’s right for our clients and 
employees. No wonder 95% of our clients come back to us for repeat 
business.

A company 
built on 
partnerships.



“The Perlo Special Projects Group 
mobilized within hours of my initial 
phone call and immediately started 
the emergency repairs.”
GREG BLEFGEN, PRINCIPAL, VLMK ENGINEERING

Although Perlo is well known in the Northwest for large-scale projects, it 
is perhaps less well known for taking on small-scale projects including 
tenant improvements, renovations and repairs. Whether it’s a window 
installation or a full remodel, Perlo has an on-the-spot team called the 
Special Projects Group, or SPG, that’s there for clients day and night.

This tightly knit team takes on just about everything — beam repairs, 
insulation upgrades, painting, sheetrock repairs, seismic upgrades, roof 
repairs, full fledged tenant improvements, among many other projects. 
No job is too big or too small for this versatile and strategic group, and 
no challenge is too great.

True problem 
solvers.



“There’s no better way to move forward, 
than by reaching out and helping out.” 
GAYLAND LOONEY

COVID-19 has shaken up how we do business, especially in the office. 
This time has shifted our thinking. It has required us to look at things in 
a whole new way.

 

All of us at Perlo are committed to helping Oregon and Washington get 
back to work in a way that’s safe and deliberate. This commitment is at 
the heart of our “#rebuildtogether” campaign. We believe that by coming 
together, we can find a way through. In short, we believe that by helping 
others, we all win.

To help companies adapt to new safety standards, the Perlo Special 
Projects Group is offering upgrades that are timely and cost-efficient. We 
recognize how important it is for employees to feel confident about their 
office environment. 

We’re here 
to help.



PHYSICAL DISTANCE

In our post-COVID-19 environment, you might consider ways to re-
structure your workspaces to allow for a six-foot distance at work 
stations, conference tables and break rooms. 

SANITIZATION

Keeping surfaces contaminant-free will be a challenge all businesses 
will face. To meet this challenge, your business might consider 
installing touch-free surfaces wherever possible. In addition, you might 
consider installing handwashing and disinfectant stations that are 
easily accessible.

NEW SYSTEMS & INFRASTRUCTURE

Better ventilation systems will be key to reducing chances of 
contamination. Your company may need to re-design entrances, exits 
and other main walkways to allow for a more open flow of traffic.

How is your 
business 
adapting?



A closer 
look.



So that your company can adapt to new requirements, the SPG is here 
to help. Automatic and foot-opened doors, hand sanitizer dispensers, 
plexiglass dividers, touchless faucets and towel dispensers are just a 
few of the upgrades your business may want to consider. 

Overwhelmed? We understand. We’ll meet with your team so that 
together we can come up with a plan that’s tailored to your budget and 
business needs. And then we’ll get right to work on the installation.

The following pages list the upgrades and products that will create a 
safer work environment.

Upgrades to 
consider.



DOORS

FootPull Hands-Free Door Opener
Approximate Installed Cost: $260 - 360 (per each)
Model #: FPO3
Color(s): Silver

FootPull goes on the bottom of public restroom doors allowing 
the user to open the door with their foot instead of their hands. 
This alternative method for opening the door prevents having to 
touch the door handle contaminating their hands upon leaving the 
facility.

Auto Opener with Touchless Exits
Approximate Installed Cost: TBD (per each)
Model #: TBD
Color(s): Silver

Contact-less entry with a sensing range up to 4 inches. Features 
include a Dual LED illuminated sensor and color indicators for 
inactive/active status.

StepNPull®

Approximate Installed Cost: $180 - 280 (per each)
Model #: SQ4444300
Color(s): Black, Silver, Copper, Gold

StepNpull® is a foot operated door opener that works on any 
latch-less commercial wood or metal door. Available in four stylish 
finishes. 

Prices may vary and product availability may change.
Alternative models may be available upon request.



DISPENSERS

Bobrick Automatic Liquid Soap Dispenser
Approximate Installed Cost: $615-700 (per each)
Model #: B-826
Color(s): Stainless Steel

Hands-free soap dispensing to help maintain sanitary conditions. 
Ideal for use in food service and medical settings, the dispenser 
is flush-mounted with a soap refill cartridge and an LED indicator 
light that blinks red when the soap needs refilling. Battery powered.

Bobrick Paper Towel Dispenser, Wall Mount
Approximate Installed Cost: TBD (per each)
Model #: B-72974
Color(s): Blue/White

Crafted from durable, high-impact resin plastic, the container 
has a translucent navy door, offering an appealing contrast 
to its housing. When a user waves their hand in front of the 
dispenser’s sensor, it automatically dispenses 3 sizes of 
paper towels. Battery powered.

Bobrick Paper Towel Dispenser, Semi-Recessed
Approximate Installed Cost: TBD (per each)
Model #: B-29744
Color(s): Silver

Easy-to-use controls with the ability to set the unit to dispense 
towels in three different lengths and with three different time 
delays. Constructed to automatically release a shorter length of 
towels on the second dispensing. Battery powered.

Sanitizer Dispenser, Freestanding
Approximate Installed Cost: TBD (per each)
Model #: TBD
Color(s): White, Black

Battery powered dispenser. Universal canister works with 
any liquid sanitizer solution bags – not brand specific.

Bobrick Foam Commercial Soap Dispenser
Approximate Installed Cost: $490-575 (per each)
Model #: B-2013
Color(s): Stainless Steel

Automatic wall-mounted soap dispenser. Corrosion resistant 
valve dispenses a variety of foaming soaps and does not require 
contact to function. Lockable housing equipped with a clear 
acrylic refill-indicator window hinged for refilling and maintenance. 
Battery powered.

Sanitizer Dispenser, Wall Mount
Approximate Installed Cost: TBD (per each)
Model #: TBD
Color(s): White/Black

Battery powered dispenser.

Prices may vary and product availability may change.
Alternative models may be available upon request.



FAUCETS

Sloan Sensor Activated Faucet, Lavatory
Approximate Installed Cost: TBD (per each)
Model #: EAF-200
Color(s): Chrome

Sloan’s electronic, battery powered hand washing faucets operate 
by means of a dual infrared sensor and microprocessor based logic. 
The modular design incorporates all of the operating components  
of the faucet above the sink within a die-cast metal spout.

iSense Automatic Swivel Smart Faucet, Breakroom
Approximate Installed Cost: TBD (per each)
Model #: K2005
Color(s): Brush Nickel

Touch-free, battery powered technology provides an easy to use, 
convenient and unique faucet experience. No handles or buttons 
to operate and featuring 5 proximity sensors combining to make 
everyday tasks easier. ADA compliant.

iSense Automatic Swivel Smart Faucet, Breakroom
Approximate Installed Cost: TBD (per each)
Model #: 2101 CP
Color(s): Chrome

Touch-free, batter powered technology provides an easy to use, 
convenient and unique faucet experience. No handles or buttons 
to operate and featuring 5 proximity sensors combining to make 
everyday tasks easier. ADA compliant.

American Standard Touch-Free Faucet, Lavatory
Approximate Installed Cost: TBD (per each)
Model #: 250B
Color(s): Brushed Nickel, Chrome

All metal faucet construction with single hole installation. Electronic, 
battery powered sensor operation with automatic shut-off and vandal-
resistant design. ADA compliant and California low flow compliant.

Prices may vary and product availability may change.
Alternative models may be available upon request.



MISCELLANEOUS

Automatic Toilet Valve
Approximate Installed Cost: TBD (per each)
Model #: TBD
Color(s): TBD

Battery powered toilet flushing valve.

HVAC UV Light Filtering
Approximate Installed Cost: $4,750-8,000 (per RTU)
Model #: TBD
Color(s): TBD

Germicidal UV-C lights have been proven effective in destroying 
air-borne micro-organisms. Typically, one UV-C light is installed 
per roof-top unit. 

iSense Automatic Swivel Smart Faucet, Breakroom
Approximate Installed Cost: TBD (per each)
Model #: 2101 CP
Color(s): Chrome

Touch-free, batter powered technology provides an easy to use, 
convenient and unique faucet experience. No handles or buttons 
to operate and featuring 5 proximity sensors combining to make 
everyday tasks easier. ADA compliant.

Automatic Urinal Valve
Approximate Installed Cost: TBD (per each)
Model #: TBD
Color(s): TBD

Battery powered urinal flushing valve.

Installation of a UV-C filtration system is a design-build 
system that requires a qualified HVAC design individual. 

Prices may vary and product availability may change.
Alternative models may be available upon request.



SIGNAGE

Informational Signs
Approximate Installed Cost:  
TBD (per each)

Entrance

Social Distancing Reminders

Room Signs (for closed areas)

Elevator Guidelines

Stairwell Directional

Temporary Max Occupancy

Sanitation Stations

Acrylic Sneeze Guards
Approximate Installed Cost:  
TBD (per each)

Hanging Style Sneeze Guard

Free Standing Sneeze Guard

Informational Signs
Approximate Installed Cost:  
TBD (per each)

Entrance

Social Distancing Reminders

Room Signs (for closed areas)

Elevator Guidelines

Stairwell Directional

Temporary Max Occupancy

Sanitation Stations

CDC and Oregon Health 
Authority Informational Signs
Approximate Installed Cost:  
TBD (per each)

CDC Hand Washing Guide

Oregon Health Authority 
Informational Signs

Prices may vary and product availability may change.
Alternative models may be available upon request.



Interested in finding out more? A Perlo SPG specialist would be happy 
to chat with you. We’ll discuss products and upgrades that make sense 
for your operations and then we’ll map out a plan for installation.

Jeff Hankins | Senior Project Manager
jhankins@perlo.biz
503.624.2090

A free 
consultation.



CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
11450 SW Amu Street
Tualatin, OR 97062

PH. 503.624.2090
www.perlo.biz
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